By J.Random

Ullage and Spillage

101 USES FOR
MASS MARKET BEER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Slug bait
Hair rinse
Soup base
CO2 sequestration
Mouth rinse between craft beers at a festival (remember to spit)
6. Launching a new row boat
7. Skin rejuvenating bath
8. Spraying with foam the winner of a demolition derby
9. Marinade
10. Taking to parties held by people you do
not like when you are the designated
driver
11. Washing a wound (it is sterile)
12. Fake urine sample to freak out your doctor
13. Putting out a small fire
14. Cleaning imperial stout off your shirt.
15. Chilli
16. Flushing a toilet during a water shut off
17. Home made malt vinegar
18. A weapon in a bar fight
19. Aftershave lotion for jocks
20. Wasp attractant
21. Your first try at levering off one crown cap
with another
22. Fish batter
23. Cooling off an over attentive bar fly
24. Emergency radiator fluid
25. Projectile in a beer throwing contest
26. Beer can chicken
27. Practicing home distillation
28. Watering ericaceous plants
29. Pot roast
30. Making bad homebrew taste “intriguing”
by comparison
11

31. Christmas gifts for people on your naughty
list
32. Repeat retakes of craft beer commercials
(showing drinking is not allowed on TV).
33. Blocking the view of the good stuff in
your beer fridge when the relatives come
visiting.
34. Beer bread
35. Half fill a bucket as a mouse trap
36. Boosting grass growth in brown patches
37. Polishing wooden furniture
38. Reviving tired feet
39. Loosening rusty bolts
40. Beer slide
41. Polishing gold

OK that’s only 41 and the last seven were gleaned
from the internet. I can’t think of 101 right now
but among all the members of CAMRA BC we
might be able to manage it. Send your ideas care
of Phil Atkinson. §

